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0 to 
months 

11 
The best toy in the box throughout                                                                 
children’s early years  and especially                                               
when they are tiny is you! They will                                         
enjoy lots of interaction, songs and                                                           
plenty of eye contact. They will begin to                                                 
notice the world around them. High contrast,                                       
crinkly and gentle noisy toys will grab their interest and at 

around four months they will 
begin to enjoy passing                 
objects from one hand to the 
other so grasp toys are great 
for this age. Organic cotton 
and wooden toys offer                       
interesting, sensory play                   
opportunities. It’s never too 
soon to start sharing books 
with  babies. 
They will 
love              
hearing your 
voice and                  
learning             
different 
sounds. 

Cotton octopus rattle | £10.99  |       
As newborn babies are unable to see 
colour, high contrast black and white 
toys are ideal and provide                     
stimulation for eye development,                
making these gorgeous rattles ideal 

sensory baby toys. 

Organic cotton crinkle leaf toy | 
£13.99 | Grab...squish...crinkle! Our 
new organic cotton crinkle leaf toy is 
very stimulating with a satisfying 
crunch. Adorable, high-contrast                    
designs make them cute and                 
lovable. Your baby will love                     
grabbing and holding this stimulating 
toy for their curious explorations.  

Rainbow organza fabric pack | £22.99  | Beautiful              
organza cloth with a sparkly crystal lustre in the seven              
colours of the rainbow to create a visual effect and provide 
textural and visual stimulation. 

“Putting our 
Little Acorns 
cardboard 
box to good 
use, I simply 
made some 
holes in the 
box and 
threaded 6 
sensory 
scarves 
through each 
one. I didn't 
expect it to 
captivate O 
as much as it 
did. Some he 
couldn’t do at 
first so he 

moved on to others. A really 
effective way of developing 
upper body strength, gross 
motor skills and hand-eye                
co-ordination.” 

Instagram: 
@playtimewithotis 



Stocking fillers for 0-11 months 

Silver sensory reflective balls | £26.99 | 

Suitable from birth, the silver sensory                    

reflective balls provide a rich array of                  

opportunities for babies and young                   

children to experience multi-sensory play 

and engage in creative exploratory play 

and thinking. As children roll and move the 

mirrored spheres, they observe different                

effects, encouraging them to question and 

seek explanation for what they see. Made 

from hard wearing stainless steel, the balls 

range from 60 to 150mm in diameter and 

can be used inside and out. 

Boat train £6.99 Elmer rattle £9.99 That’s not my books 
£6.99 

www.littleacornsshop.co.uk 

It’s never too early to start 
Right from birth, babies love hearing their parents’ voices as they 

share a story. As they grow, they will start to enjoy the pictures and 

bright colours. Reading with toddlers will help them talk earlier and 

will help them do better at school.  Little Acorns have a wide range 

of storysacks, props and puppets that help bring stories and songs 

to life. 



8 to 20 
months 

Babies of this age are gaining more strength and control and making huge 
strides in their physical development – typically going from rolling or                         
crawling to walking which means toys that you can push along are perfect. 
Your little one will start to recognise patterns, shapes and space and will 
begin to understand when something’s hidden it’s still there so toys that 
have things that empty and fill or stack are perfect.  

Lanka Kade push along toys | £6.99 | 
The Lanka Kade fair trade push along 
toys are hand crafted by skilled artisans 
in Sri Lanka from sustainably sourced 
rubber wood and non toxic paints. They 
are really chunky (25mm thick), printed 
on both sides and have a natural wood 
grain edge. There are various designs to 
choose from including bee, hedgehog, 
tractor, unicorn, ladybird, stegosaurus, 
snail, digger, train and dog.  

Woodland number nesting blocks | £24.99 | A lovely set of                
monochrome nesting blocks with a delightful woodland theme. 
Let your imagination run wild, stack and play all day, explore 
numbers and counting and see where your creativity takes 
you! The blocks stack 36 inches tall and are designed to help 
children learn their numbers from 1 to 10 and associate those 
numbers with values based on the graduated block sizes. 

  

Robin finger puppet                                         
£4.99 



“Florrie loved exploring 
these preloved bangles 
from Little Acorns. She 
banged them together to 
make a noise and also               
realised she could grasp 
them quite easily. I love 
that there is a preloved 
section on the website, as 
you can grab something a 
bit different and aligned 
with the heuristic and                
curiosity approach!”. 

Instagram: 
@little_wild_wonders 

 

www.littleacornsshop.co.uk 

Heuristic   play The word heuristic derives 
from the Greek word 
“eurisko” meaning “I discover” 
and describes an intuitive way 
of meeting challenges and 
solving problems. Our range 
of heuristic play resources                    
provides an opportunity to                
capitalise on toddlers’                    
curiosity about the objects that 
make up the world around 
them and provides valuable 
opportunities for extending 
children’s learning. The             
open-ended nature of               
heuristic play encourages        
children to  explore and               
investigate in their own way, 
a p p l y i n g  t h e i r  o w n             
creative ideas and building on 

their own experiences. 

  

Rainbow buttons | £34.99 | Beautiful smooth solid 
wooden buttons in the seven colours of the rainbow, with a 
natural finish to show the grain of the wood. The buttons 
come in graduated sizes with slightly flattened surfaces for 
balancing and stacking. An open-ended resource that can 
be used by the very youngest of children to improve                 
hand-eye coordination, learn about colour, develop logical 
thought and to enhance imaginative play scenarios. 

Stocking fillers for 8-20 months 

Mirror £6.99 Song mitts £7.99 Wooden conical 
figure £2.99 

Heuristic play                                                      
and loose parts                                               
from 75p 



months 16 to 26 

Set 3 toy construction trucks | £15.99 |                      
A delightful set of 3 toy trucks with movable 
parts perfect for little hands and big                   
imaginations. Suitable from 1 year.  

Their sense of adventure will be 
gaining as their mobility is                  
becoming more established. 
Children of this age may be 
more demanding than when 
they were babies and may need 
a considerable amount 
of entertaining.  

Play resources that keep their 
attention and try to lengthen 
concentration will help. They 
may begin to enjoy imaginative 
play and so small world                           
resources including wooden                
vehicles are perfect and will    
support children’s physical                  
development. Fine motor skills 
development is important. The 
coordination of small muscles in 
the hands, fingers and eyes 
makes tasks easier and opens up 
a whole new world of                         
possibilities.  

Baby animals lacing cards| £20.99 | Add some fun 
to learning with these gorgeous lacing cards. Featuring 
Wee Gallery’s signature hand painted illustrated             
characters, these cards are sturdy and bright. As              
children develop, encourage their tactile and crafting 
skills by showing them how to dress these cards up by 
threading the cotton through the holes.  



months 

“Arthur loved pushing all the materials around 
and using his fab chubby paintbrush, Lanka Kade 
owl, treasure tubes and scoops from Little Acorns. 
This activity helped with his fine motor skills,             
pincer grip, tripod grip, concentration and focus.” 

Instagram: @arthursantics19 

www.littleacornsshop.co.uk 

Wooden scoops from £2  

Lanka Kade puzzles from £4.99 

Stocking fillers for 16-26 months 

Shape twister £9.99 Glitter panel £9.99 Christmas picture 
rollers £7.99 

Lanka Kade animal bags from £14.99  

Printed on both sides with a colourful design showing 
the natural wood grain edge, each character is super 
chunky (25mm thick), made from eco-friendly wood 
and supplied with a net bag. Sets include dinosaurs, 
world animals, sealife, minibeasts, countryside, farm 
and mother and baby. 



22 36 to 
months 

Sensory block set| £45.99 |  

 

 

 

 

 

16 large rubberwood blocks containing beads, transparent acrylic, 
coloured sand and water/glitter filled pockets in 4 different shapes 
(square, rectangle, triangle and semicircle). The combination of 
smooth wood exterior and the brightly coloured sensory centre makes 
a fascinating component with a multitude of play possibilities. 

Imagination will be getting stronger and props for role play such as dolls, baskets and 
pretend food will help children to learn about the world around them. Children of this age 
may struggle to play co-operatively so toys they can play                                                               
with alongside other children, such as construction toys                                                                   
may be popular and can help develop their social skills.                                                                     
Sorting activities are also popular at this age and will                                                                       
help children begin to recognise colours, shapes and                                                                            
sizes.  Children will enjoy sharing books                                                                                      
throughout childhood and may have                                                                                                            
favourites they like to read with you again                                                                                             
and again.  

Natural building blocks | £17.99 | This 
set of plain natural wooden building blocks 
is a fantastic addition to any children's toy                      
collection. A set of 38 pieces, children can 
learn about shapes whilst using their                        
imagination to create. The blocks are plain 
showing natural wood grain - each piece is 
unique! 

Construction play involves                  
manipulating one or more pieces 
of play materials to create  
something new. This may involve 
a variety of methods –  stacking, 
sticking, putting together, taking 
things apart, sorting or moulding, 
to name a few. Construction play  
develops all types of skills: 

• The motor skills necessary to 
create and manipulate the 
items  

• Imagination skills  

• Planning & ideation skills; 
the ability to try out and 
test ideas  

• Perseverance when things 
don’t work  

• When working with others 
turn taking and                      
collaboration skills  Junior rainbow pebbles | £19.99| Children will have fun with this               

construction and early mathematics  manipulative. Ideal for developing fine 
motor skills, and for counting, sorting and  creative designs. 3 shapes, 6                 
colours, 36 pebbles.  



Wooden scoops from £2  

Stick Man storysack £29.99 

Sensory fruit stones | £24.99 | Perfect for your play kitchen 
or mud pie making, these durable stones are able to                    
withstand the toughest of treatment and are as good as new 
once cleaned up. Children will find all sorts of ways to                 
prepare and serve these delightful tactile stones for all-year-
round dining! The set includes eight colourful fruits: apple, 
pear, peach, strawberry, avocado, kiwi, orange and lemon.                    
Vegetable set also available. Measures 45-70mm. Age 2+  

Lanka Kade fair trade 
dolls from £10.99 | 
Each doll is unique, 
handcrafted from 
beautifully hand                
woven fabric. Super 
cuddly and ready for 
playtime!  

“B loves her play 
phone. I created 
this phone as we 
are working on 
number                 
recognition. She 
enjoyed using 
these gorgeous 
dolls in her play.” 

Instagram: 
@tufftoddlerplay 

Wooden tree set | £24.99 | 
This fantastic collection of ten 
wooden characters shows a 
variety of trees and hedges. 
With seasonal details and the 
addition of gorgeous      
woodland creatures, this set 
makes a great contribution to 
any small-world selection.                                  

 

Mini shopper | £8.99 | 

Stocking fillers for 22-36 months 

Round sorting tray  
£6.99 

www.littleacornsshop.co.uk 

Rainbow loose parts 
from £4.99 

Wooden lacing  
shape £4.99 



Nutty balance game | £21.99 | Mr. Squirrel 
has a problem! He can't move his acorns into his 
treehouse without some help. See how many 
acorns you can balance so he can store them for 
the winter. This adorable squirrel comes complete 
with 18 acorns, is painted in safe, water colour 
paints and is a perfect gift for those littlies     
learning balance and dexterity.  

30 40 
to 

months 

Nature number cards| £20.99 | These beautifully illustrated nature                
inspired count and match number cards are designed to teach numbers in a fun 
and logical way. Use as flash cards, as well as a matching game that matches 
the number with the quantity.  

They are becoming more                                                                     
independent and                                                                   
will enjoy time                                                                    
exploring by themselves. It’s                                                           
important to provide lots of                                                       
opportunities for running around and                                        
exploring the outdoor world as well as                                        
indoor learning through play games which encourage 
turn taking, co-operation and logical thought as                      
well as creative, messy activities such as playdough. 
Playdough is fantastic for helping children develop 
hand muscle strength and so these activities will  
help children prepare for school and  future learning. 

Playdough tool set | £13.99 | Set of 12 quality wooden tools 
to create a variety of effects.   

Large tree stump | £35.99 | 



Wooden scoops from £2  Gingerbread man recipe 
350g plain flour · 2 tsp ground ginger · 1 tsp                         
bicarbonate of soda · 100g butter · 175g soft light 
brown sugar · 1 egg ·  4 tbsp golden syrup 

1. Preheat oven 190'C/Gas mark 5 

2. Put the flour, ginger and soda into a bowl and 

rub in the butter 

3. Add sugar and stir in the syrup and egg to make 

a firm dough 

4. Roll out to about 5mm thick and cut out your gin-

gerbread men 

5. If you don't have a gingerbread man cutter then 

use whatever you have - stars and hearts are just 

as tasty 

6. Put a sheet of baking paper on a tray and evenly 

space out the biscuits, bake for 10-15 minutes 

until golden brown 

7. Leave to firm up for a couple of minutes before 

placing on a wire rack to cook 

8. Once cooled, decorate with icing 

Makes approximately 20 biscuits 

The Gingerbread Man 
wooden characters | £13.99 
| High quality and extremely 
tactile, this set of wooden 
figures will enable children to 
retell the story of The                 
Gingerbread Man and 
prompt them to explore               
exciting new versions of their 
own. 

Characters are between                 
45–110mm. Age 3+. 

“It’s one of B’s favourites and gave us the chance 
to make gingerbread playdough. The smell of it 
is incredible  - it’s a standard playdough recipe 
with cinnamon and nutmeg added for a lovely 
warm spice smell. We teamed it up with out              
Little Acorns gingerbread stamper and 
playdough tools.” 

Instagram: @tufftoddlerplay 

Stocking fillers for 30-40 months 

Treasure tubes from 
£5.99 

www.littleacornsshop.co.uk 

Wood slice               
stampers £4.99 

Mini bird pizza kit 
£7.99 



40 to 50 
Open ended resources have boundless uses, they                 
allow children the time and space to develop                       
their own ideas, follow the pull of their own                        
creativity and process experiences. Open                            
ended play resources are great for children                  
throughout childhood. In the run up to                                 
starting school, it’s a good time to introduce                      
number recognition and help children learn                                
about the concept of maths, explore letters                    
and words. More importantly, it’s crucial to                    
help children be curious about learning and                          
provide lots of opportunities for children to                           
explore real life experiences and play outside  

months 

Cocoon stacking stones| £29.99 | Create               
buildings, towers and landscapes out of these 
wooden stones. These are great for helping                
children to develop fine motor skills. Children will 
enjoy working out how they stack together.  

Large play cave| £35.99 |                
Children will enjoy exploring this 
large cave, making up stories about 
what might be lurking or hiding     
inside. Could it be a hibernating 
bear, a ferocious mountain lion or, 
even, a friendly dragon? The cave 
provides a focal point for small 
world play and will be a prompt for 
many adventures. Ideally sized for 
builder’s trays, this scene builder will 
encourage open-ended and                      
collaborative play. Add figures and 
natural resources to create an                            
enticing habitat to investigate.  
Made  from a unique stone and  
resin mix, it is robust enough to be 
used outdoors; in mud, water and 
sand. Size 280 x 220 x 220mm. 
Age 3+.  

Dinosaur footprints| £20.99 | Each stone shows 
a dinosaur footprint on one side and its owner on 
the other. Perfect to encourage early investigation 
skills as children examine, compare and sort the 
eight footprints: Apatosaurus, Deinonychus,         
Hypsilophodon, Iguanodon, Quetzalcoatlus,                   
Stegosaurus, Triceratops and Tyrannosaurus Rex. 
Children will enjoy making crayon rubbings,                    
impressions in play dough, footprint trails, and 
comparing the different shapes of the footprints 
and characteristics of the dinosaurs. Made from 
our unique stone mix, they are durable for use  
outdoors: in mud, sand, water, or soil. Contains 8 
double-sided stones (90 x 60mm). Age 3+.  



www.littleacornsshop.co.uk 

Wooden scoops from £2  Ladybug counting stones| £12.99 |  

Bamboo numbers | £31.99 
| These beautiful                                 
sustainable bamboo                    
numbers offer a whole new 
way to explore numbers              
and counting  

 

Stocking fillers for 40-50 months 

Felt acorns £8.99 Rolling pins £9.99 Wooden writing 
board £8.99 

Architect squares,                           
rectangles, arches and               
triangles & architect                 
panels from £6.99 

Ideal for construction and 
imaginative play: to build 
sculptural structures; to design 
areas for filling with small 
world play people or                    
animals; exploring size and 
scale; using mathematical 
terms - larger, smaller, taller, 
steeper etc; and improving 
language skills and                  
broadening vocabulary to 
describe their activities in 
action.  

 



 

Wooden tracing boards 

More beautiful designs, including children’s names are                   
available. Instagram: @drawmelincoln 

The Peg Basket sells a range of eco friendly wooden gifts hand painted in 
Wales.  The Peg Basket is an FSC certified business (FSC(r) C007915) 
which helps to promote responsible management of the world’s forests. 
They have a gorgeous range of hand turned wooden dolls, made in the UK 
using Beech, Oak and Walnut woods. They also offer custom made peg 
doll sets. www.thepegbasket.com 

Peg dolls 

Playdough 
Beautifully handmade 
and put together, 
Scarlett’s Senses 
playdough has been 
keeping those little 
hands and                              
imaginations busy. 
Each pot of dough is 
individually hand 
made from entirely 
taste safe ingredients; 
it is both wonderfully 
soft and deliciously 
scented.                   

www.scarelettsenses.com 

These CE tested,       

Montessori inspired 

wooden tracing 

boards are now on 

sale at Little Acorns. 

The engraved wood 

has gently curved 

grooves, providing a 

form to trace with the 

tracing stick. 



www.littleacornsshop.co.uk 

Wooden scoops from £2  

1. Noah’s Ark £74.99 

Top 10 wooden toys 
2. Domestic                                                                         

animal family                                                                   

match £19.99 

3. Magnetic rocket £15.99 

4. Starry night nativity £17.99 

5. Squirrels and acorns game £13.99 

6. Natural shape viewer £5.50 

7. Junior farm playscene £17.99 
8. Natural                                                                              

buttons £31.99 

9. Christmas collection £17.99 
10. Woodland trees £22.99 



What are schemas? 

As your small child grows you have probably come across 
the term schemas, but what is a schema? 

Schemas are repeated patterns of behaviour that children 
will go through in order to learn about and explore their 
environment. These schemas (patterns of behaviour) are 
present from birth. You will have seen your little baby suck-
ing or grasping objects repeatedly until they master it or 
until they put the two together to form an action (grasp rat-
tle, bring to the mouth and suck) 

As your child gets older the number of schemes will increase 
in both number and complexity. These phases will become 
more intricate and will continue into adulthood. 

Why are schemas important? 

Schemas play a crucial role in learning as they can influence 
how quickly and easily we learn new information. Schemas 
enable new information to be classified and categorised by 
comparing new experiences to existing schemas and this will 
help your child learn information more quickly and easily. 
Schemas also allow us to think quickly, even under conditions 
when new information is coming in rapidly, as we can assim-
ilate this new information more automatically. 

As a parent it can help you understand your child’s behav-
iour. You may have read that at your child’s age they love 
playing with certain toys, but when you buy it or make it for 
them, they pay very little notice to it. More often than not, it 
is probably that your child is not currently interested in the 
schema that toy represents. They may in fact just like to put 
items into and out of a container or throw their toys around 
the room. Parents often worry that their child is being 
‘naughty’ when they are only practicing the trajectory sche-
ma. Instead of worrying about your child’s behaviour, once 
you recognise the schema you can plan fun activities that 
match your child’s interests. 

Activity ideas for common schemas 

Transporting schema - Children will either move objects 
from one place to another either by carrying them in their 
hands or using a container or a pocket. Children also like to 
move themselves from place to another 

• Have lots of containers, bags, trolleys, backpacks etc 

• Use toys such as diggers, tractors, wheelbarrows and 
encourage movement 

• Have blocks they move from place to another 

• Encourage ‘tidy up time’ and get your child to move 
their toys back to their storage place.  

Connecting schema - Linking different objects together and 
connecting items 

• Have blocks, ribbons, wool, stickle bricks, Lego that can 
all be connected or lined up 

• Put together train tracks or long lines of toys 

• Build a tower and then knock it down again 

• Threading beads 

Rotational schema – turning things around, opening a closing 
taps, turning themselves around and upside down, rolling 
around 

• Using hoops for spinning around (themselves and the 
hoops) 

• Play with wheeled toys 

• Make cakes and food using a mixing spoon 

• Use construction toys: putting nuts and bolts together, 
using spanners and screwdrivers. 

Trajectory schema - patterns of movements on along the hori-
zontal or vertical. Horizontal trajectory - pushing, kicking, 
throwing; vertical trajectory - dropping things or putting objects 
in and out of containers  

• Make pom poms or paper aeroplanes and throw them 

• Build block towers and knock them down 

• Roll balls along the floor into containers or partners’ 
hands 

• Drop toys onto the floor – perhaps different weighted 
ones 

• Push cars, trains, prams, bikes 

Enveloping/enclosing schema – sitting in boxes, wrapping 
blankets or clothes, building dens; fencing toys together or 
holding onto armfuls 

• Have a dressing up box 

• Wrap up presents 

• Build dens in the garden or in the lounge 

• Bandage poorly dolls or toys (doctors) 

Transforming schema – mixing substances together (messy 
play) 

• Make potions with water, paints etc. 

• Play with mud and sand and water in the garden 

• Let them help you make cakes 

Positioning/orientation schema – positioning toys in a certain 
way or positioning their bodies 

• Line up toys or objects in a row (shells or pebbles from 
the beach etc) 

• Use cushions to make a bus and line up the seats 

•  Lie on the floor to play with toys 

An introduction to schemas 

Rainbow twister £9.99  

Please note: All children are different and develop at their 

own rate. The child development information is a rough 

guide and if you are worried about your child’s learning 

and development speak to your health visitor for advice. 

Front cover picture: Instagram @amyleigh_allens_photography 


